We introduce the CT-PFMI, a context tree based algorithm that estimates the past-future mutual information (PFMI) between different time series. By applying a pruning phase of the context tree algorithm, uninformative past sequences are removed from PFMI estimation along with their false contributions. In situations where most of the past data is uninformative, the CT-PFMI shows better estimates to the true PFMI than other benchmark methods as demonstrated in a simulated study. By implementing CT-PFMI on real stock prices data we also demonstrate how the algorithm provides useful insights when analyzing the interactions between financial time series.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate estimation of the mutual information between the past of one time series and the future of another is an important task in time series analysis. For instance, the transfer entropy (Schreiber, 2000) , that measures the conditional past-future mutual information (PFMI) between the past of one or more time series and an output time series that are conditioned on the past of the output time series, has been widely explored in the past two decades in various domains such as neural-science and economics (Bossomaier et al., 2016) . However, a difficulty arises when PFMI needs to be estimated from data observations. The number of possible sequences that potentially contributes to the mutual information increases exponentially with the number of time lags. When most realized past sequences are uninformative about the future, a condition we call sparse PFMI, large number of false contributors could lead to overestimation of PFMI, hence associating predictive power to uninformative sequences.
The methods that are used to estimate PFMI, usually in the context of transfer entropy estimation, are based on commonly used MI estimation methods ranging from naive binning (also called the Plugin method) to bias and variance corrections such as the nearest neighbors method (Montalto et al., 2014; a https://orcid.org/0000-0003-2125-9735 b https://orcid.org/0000-0003-2411-5518 Runge et al., 2012) . When applied to time series, these methods resolve the time dimensionality problem by removing uninformative time lags entirely. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, none of these methods apply estimation correction at a realization level, which has a greater potential for dimensionality reduction and can provide an insightful perspective on the nature of the underlying interactions.
We provide such a solution by estimating the PFMI using an expansion of the context tree (CT) algorithm which is called the input/output context tree (I/O CT) algorithm (Ben-Gal et al., 2005; Brice and Jiang, 2009 ). This algorithm parses the input time series into a tree of contexts (sequences), where in each node, the conditional probability of the output given the context is assigned. Next, only nodes with conditional probabilities that are significantly different from those of their parent nodes (often measured by the Kullback-Liebler divergence) are kept, and the others are pruned. This algorithm, as well as other algorithms from the Variable Order Markov Models family, were proposed to overcome overfitting in learning tasks such as classification and prediction (Ben-Gal et al., 2005; Begleiter et al., 2004; Shmilovici and Ben-Gal, 2012; Yang et al., 2014) . Estimating the information between a time series' past and future was usually not one of the tasks these algorithms were used for. We show how to estimate PFMI between time series as the sum of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) be-tween the root node and the leaves of I/O CT. The proposed procedure is implemented by a proposed context tree past-future mutual information algorithm (CT-PFMI): First, a full I/O CT is built. Second, the PFMI is calculated for descending values of the pruning constant c, a positive parameter which defines the number of pruned sequences (Ben-Gal et al., 2003) . Third, by identifying the threshold at which redundant information is removed, a value of c is chosen to obtain an estimate for the "filtered" PFMI as well as most of the informative sequences.
In the results section it is shown that in simulated sparse PFMI condition, the CT-PFMI estimates the PFMI more accurately than benchmark methods. The proposed CT-PFMI is also implemented on real time series of stock prices returns, that due to market efficiency, follow the sparse PFMI condition (Shmilovici and Ben-Gal, 2012) . The outcome of the CT-PFMI algorithm can also be exploited to gain important insights by performing a higher-resolution analysis of the PFMI contributors as demonstrated by real time series data.
To conclude, the first contribution of this paper is to demonstrate the extraction of PFMI from an I/O CT constructed from input and output time series. The second contribution is the introduction of a novel algorithm, called the CT-PFMI. This algorithm, is used for PFMI estimation, while offering a new method of identifying the value of the pruning constant that governs the compression rate. The third contribution is showing how the CT-PFMI algorithm can be used for in-depth analysis of interaction's insights in the data.
RELATED WORK
In the previous section we mentioned the works on transfer entropy (Schreiber, 2000; Bossomaier et al., 2016) as an important source for discussion on estimating the information flow between the past and the future of time series.
Researchers such as (Runge et al., 2012; Montalto et al., 2014) used standard methods of MI estimation, such as binning (Cover and Thomas, 2012) or nearestneighbours (Kraskov et al., 2004) , to estimate TE. According to those methods, when a specific time lag is found to be informative in some specific realizations, all its realizations, including the uninformative ones, are included in the estimation. In sequential data, where the number of different realizations is potentially large, this drawback can be crucial by adding many uninformative sequences to the estimation affecting both the TE accuracy as well as the extracted insights from the data.
To overcome this challenge, we utilize the CT algorithm, a member of the family of Variable Order Markov Models that were originally constructed for compression of a single time series, and found it to be well-suited to the prediction task of discrete time series (Weinberger et al., 1995; Begleiter et al., 2004; Shmilovici and Ben-Gal, 2012) . Variable Order Markov Models and their usage have been extensively explored (Begleiter et al., 2004; Shmilovici and Ben-Gal, 2012; Yang et al., 2014; Slonim et al., 2003; Largeron-Leténo, 2003; Society et al., 2014; Chim and Deng, 2007; Ben-Gal et al., 2003; Begleiter et al., 2013; Ben-Gal et al., 2005; Kusters and Ignatenko, 2015) . Two works were found that incorporated Variable Order models and information or entropy (Schürmann and Grassberger, 1996; Slonim et al., 2003 ), yet none of them used these models for PFMI estimation.
Ben-Gal et al (Ben-Gal et al., 2005) and later Brice et al (Brice and Jiang, 2009) proposed an input/output formulation of the context tree algorithm (I/O CT), where the branches of the context tree belong to one time series and the leaves belong to another time series. In this way, the researchers could incorporate data from different time series for learning tasks, such as structure learning and anomaly detection within the CT framework.
Let us also note that the CT-PFMI algorithm is scalable using methods presented in (Satish et al., 2014; Kaniwa et al., 2017; Tiwari and Arya, 2018; Satish et al., 2014; Tiwari and Arya, 2018) .
PRELIMINARIES AND MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
Henceforth, unless stated otherwise, random variables are represented by capital letters, while their realizations are denoted by lower-case letters; multidimensional variables and arrays are denoted by bold letters.
Mutual Information (Cover and Thomas, 2012) : Given two discrete random variables X and Y, the Mutual Information between them is defined as
IpX;Y q is a positive symmetrical measure. The Kullback-Liebler divergence (D KL ) between arbitrary probability functions Qp¨q and Pp¨q is given by
(2) Following Eq.
(2), the IpX;Y q can be written as
where x¨y Pp¨q is the expectation with respect to the subscript distribution.
The Past-future Mutual Information: To explain PFMI, we use the notation in (Bialek et al., 2001; Still, 2014) whom introduce a similar measure to PFMI called the predictive information (PI), that is the mutual information between two random vectors, one representing the past τ p time lags, Ð Ý X τ p and another representing time series values from the future
and,
Context Tree (CT) Algorithm (Weinberger et al., 1995; Ben-Gal et al., 2003) : Given a sequence of length N, x N , generated from a tree source X, the CT algorithm finds a finite set S of size |S | of contexts Spx N q. S satisfies the requirement that the conditional probability to obtain a symbol given the whole sequence preceding that symbol is close enough to the ). The returns are discretized to "1" for positive return, "0" for zero return and "-1" for negative return with respect to the previous minute.
Optimal Context
Context Probability Conditional probability root -(0.42, 0.16, 0.42) ("-1") 0.369 (0.45, 0.15, 0.40) ("0") 0.111 (0.40, 0.20, 0.40) ("1") 0.370 (0.40, 0.15, 0.45) ("-1", "0") 0.057 (0.43, 0.20, 0.37) ("1", "0") 0.058 (0.37, 0.20, 0.43) ("0", "0") 0.011 (0.37, 0.27, 0.36) ("0", "0", "1") 0.011 (0.36, 0.25, 0.39) ("0", "0", "0", "-1") 0.003 (0.35, 0.30, 0.35) ("0", "0", "0", "1") 0.003 (0.33, 0.30, 0.37) ("0", "0", "0", "0") 0.002 (0.32, 0.33, 0.35) ("0", "0", "0", "0", "0") 0.005 (0.06, 0.87, 0.07) conditional probability of obtaining the symbol given a context, i.e.,
Given Eq. (6), when |S | sequences are informative, the number of conditional probability parameters that are required to describe x N equals |S |(d-1), where d is the alphabet size of X.
To obtain S, the learning algorithm constructs a context tree where each node holds a set of ordered counters that represent the distribution of symbols that follow that context, which is defined by the path to that node (Ben-Gal et al., 2003) . At the next step, a pruning procedure is performed to leave only those contexts in S (called optimal contexts (Ben-Gal et al.,
2003)) -with corresponding nodes in the tree that represent the conditional distribution of the output variable conditioned on the context which is different from the distributions of the output variable conditioned only on part of the context (represented by the path from the tree root to the parent node). Table 1 shows all the optimal contexts and their corresponding conditional probabilities in a I/O context tree obtained in stock returns data that will be discussed in the result section. Fig. 1 shows in a context tree formation some of the optimal contexts obtained in this table.
Descriptions Table 1 as obtained from HSBC (input) to Deutsche Bank (output) stock prices time series. Each edge represents a single context realizations. Consecutive edges represent contexts (sequences) in reverse order. The nodes represent the conditional probabilities of the output time series given the input context between the root to that node of the tree. The root (at the top of the tree) contains the marginal distribution of the output time series. the output. Formally, tÐ Ý x : D KL pPp Ý Ñ y |Ð Ý x q Pp Ý Ñ y" 0u. Due to the finite size of the data, often the empirical measurement leads to D KL pPp Ý Ñ y |Ð Ý x q P p Ý Ñ y q ą 0, so positive bias can occur. In the sparse PFMI condi-
ăă 1, removing these contexts can significantly decrease { PFMI estimation error and enhance better understanding of the "source of information" (Tishby et al., 2000) .
To achieve this goal, we apply some of the principles implemented in (Slonim et al., 2003) , to introduce a novel method for { PFMI estimation using the I/O CT. Let X N and Y N be the input and the output time series of length N respectively. As discussed in Section 3, the root node of the I/O CT represents the marginal (unconditioned) distribution of Y N (the symbols' frequency in Y N ). The estimated PFMI between the input and the output time series is the sum of the D KL between the root node and the conditional probabilities given the contexts in S, weighted by the probabilities of these contexts, following Eqs. (4) and (5) is
where { PFMI c is the empirical PFMI obtained from the I/O CT algorithm with a pruning constant c and S c p Ð Ý x q is its corresponding optimal contexts set. To continue with the running example of stocks returns data, we use Table 1 that represents the obtained context tree. using Eq.(8), { PFMI with c " 1 can be calculated as follows .45, 0.15, 0.40q||p0.42, 0.16, 0.42q0 .111¨D KL p0.40, 0.20, 0.40q||p0.42, 0.16, 0.42q . . .0 .005¨D KL p0.06, 0.87, 0.07q||p0.42, 0.16, 0.42q " 0.016 bits.
(9)
So far, the extraction of { PFMI from CT with a given c value has been described. A tuning method for finding the value of c that results in a good separation between informative and uninformative contexts is now proposed by utilizing the statistics gained by the first stage in the CT algorithm. Consider the vector c of indexed pruning constant values c i . The empirical second derivative of { PFMI c i with respect to |S c i | can be obtained by
When the absolute value of Eq.(10) reaches a greater value than a threshold ε, the correspondent pruning constant is chosen. The second derivative is used to enable the detection of changes from higher than a linear order (e.g, a curved shaped changes) in the { PFMI. Linear decrease is expected to happen when uninformative contexts are removed. The reason for this behaviour lies in the pruning threshold of the CT algorithm. This threshold equals to the probability of a context times a parent-child D KL measure. In the uninformative case, incrementally increasing the pruning constant will result in the pruning of all the leaves in the same tree level in a reverse order. Hence, in each incremental increase in the pruning constant c, the same size of { PFMI is subtracted. When one of the contexts contains a significant amount of information, its pruning will result in a higher order change in the empirical PFMI.
{ PFMI extraction and the tuning of the pruning constant c constitute the CT-PFMI algorithm (see Algorithm 1). First, the estimated PFMI is extracted iteratively from the I/O CT for decreasing values of c. When the second derivative condition is satisfied, the algorithm stops and returns the values of c and the PFMI of the last iteration. Note that the full I/O CT is constructed only once in the first iteration, so the complexity of this algorithm is dominated by this construction with complexity of OpNlogN) (Ben-Gal et al., 2003) .
Considering the { PFMI randomness, we need to reject the null hypothesis that { PFMI = 0, especially in sparse PFMI condition. Here, we adopt the approach of (Vicente et al., 2011) by setting the stopping threshold ε to be higher than the 95 percentile value of { PFMI obtained by repeatedly reshuffling the time series and measuring the resulting { PFMI.
Algorithm 1: Context Tree Past-Future Mutual Information.
1:
Input: x N , y N , c, ε 2: Implement on x N , y N the first stage of the I/O CT algorithm to obtain a full I/O context tree 3: for i in 1 to |c|-1 do 4: Implement the following stages of the I/O CT algorithm 5:
if |S c i´1 | = |S c i`1 | then 8: dv2 Ð 0 9: else
if dv2 ą ε then 13:
return c i 14:
end if 15: end for 16: return 0
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
This section shows the results of a simulation setup with a known ground truth, which is used to measure the performance of the CT-PFMI algorithm compared to benchmark methods in sparse PFMI environment. Later, a real financial time series is used as an example for the CT-PFMI algorithm usage for PFMI estimation and a high-resolution data analysis.
PFMI Estimation in Sparse PFMI Conditions, a Simulated Study
In this example, { PFMI is measured between an input time series with alphabet size starting from 20 to 90 symbols and the output binary time series. The time series length is 5000 discrete time steps. The sparse PFMI condition is achieved by randomly choosing two of the alphabet symbols to be informative with the following conditional probability:
One hundred simulation runs were performed per each alphabet size. When the size of the alphabet increases, the sparse PFMI condition becomes more significant. The CT-PFMI performances were compared to the commonly used plug-in (Cover and Thomas, 2012) method and the K-NN method (Kraskov et al., 2004) which is used in many recent studies on TE (Runge et al., 2012; Vicente et al., 2011; Montalto et al., 2014) . The PFMI estimation error of CT-PFMI and the benchmark methods relatively to the true theoretical PFMI is shown in Fig.2 , as a function of the dictionary (alphabet) size. Three values of K in the K-NN method where used, testing different bias-variance trade-offs. Fig.2 demonstrates the robustness of CT-PFMI estimations to increasing size of uninformative sequences, showing relatively small increase in estimation error while the benchmark methods that show significant increase with the plug-in method that is the most sensitive to increasing alphabet size. K-NN method with k " 10 shows the best results for this method. The fact that CT-PFMI can remove uninformative sequences, and not only assign to them a small contribution, supports this robustness.
The CT-PFMI Algorithm -Example of Real Stock Prices Data
Stock market time series analysis is an example of a real-world application of the CT-PFMI algorithm. In this case, the sparse PFMI condition is a reasonable assumption because of market efficiency (Shmilovici and Ben-Gal, 2012) . That is, in an efficient market only few historical pattern or contexts exist that can be used for predictions, while most of these patterns are insignificant (Shmilovici and Ben-Gal, 2012) . The dataset comprises minute-by-minute time series of stock prices of eight large banks in the U.S. for the period of 1.2008-1.2010 that because of the banking crisis within these years, has a potential of nonzero { PFMI in between banks (Dimpfl and Peter, 2014) . The length of the time series was 197,000, hence, a distributed I/O CT algorithm was implemented. Stock prices were discretized to`1, 0 and´1 for positive, zero and negative changes, respectively, relatively to the price of the previous minute. For each bank, the PFMI was obtained by implementing the algorithm of Section 4 for various values of 1{c (see Fig.3 ). All curves exhibit a similar behavior of a phase where uninformative sequences are removed followed by a steep drop in PFMI after crossing a certain pruning constant threshold that corresponded to pruning of sequences from S. The Pruning constant obtained from the CT-PFMI algorithm ranged between 0.13 to 1.33, depending on the input/output pair. These values corresponds to filtering 96 percent of sequences.
Using the descriptive power of the CT-PFMI algorithm, hierarchical analysis can be obtained. For example, in the higher level, a geographic orientation can be identified when looking at Fig.3 . The estimated PFMI between the European banks HSBC and DB is higher than the estimated PFMI between these banks and the American banks.
Moving to lower hierarchies of the interactions, the conditional probabilities of the output sequences given the contexts in S differ from the marginal distri- bution of the output in the probabilities of each symbol, but the symmetry between´1 and`1 is relatively preserved. For example, see the contexts obtained with the I/O CT of DB to HSBC in Table 1 . Hence, for trading purposes, additional information is needed.
Another conclusion can be drawn from the contexts' length. The average memory of the process is 1.5 symbols, as calculated by multiplication of all contexts' lengths by their respective probabilities (see Table 1 ). This observation implies that most of the information within τ p " 2.
CONCLUSIONS
We showed how the Input/Output context tree algorithm can be utilized to measure the past-future mutual information between time series. Using that, we demonstrated how the pruning constant parameter of the I/O CT algorithm can be calibrated in a way that separates informative versus uninformative sequences. This approach constitutes the CT-PFMI algorithm for PFMI estimation. We used sparse past-future predictive information (sparse PFMI) simulated data with a known theoretical PFMI values to benchmark the CT-PFMI algorithm against other common PFMI estimation methods. This comparison shows the advantages of the CT-PFMI algorithm over the benchmark methods under sparse PFMI condi-tions. The CT-PFMI algorithm was also implemented on real stock prices data to show the sparse PFMI effect between pairs of real-world time series. It was also demonstrated how the CT-PFMI algorithm can be used for in-depth analyses of interactions between time series.
